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A detailed study of the carrier absorption �CA� mechanism in multilayered silicon-nanocrystals
�Si-nc� rib waveguides is reported. A pump �532 nm� and probe �1535 nm� technique is used to
assess two loss mechanisms due to optical excitation of the system: one characterized by slow
�seconds� dynamics related to heating and the other characterized by fast �microsecond� dynamics
associated to CA mechanisms within the Si-nc. CA losses increase with pumping flux of up to
6 dB /cm for 3�1020 photons /cm2 s. By comparing the temporal dynamics of CA losses and time
resolved photoluminescence, we suggest that both are determined by exciton generation and
recombination. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2840181�

In the last years, silicon nanoclusters �Si-nc� embedded
in a dielectric matrix have been studied for different applica-
tions in silicon photonics. One motivation is their high effi-
ciency as light emitters where excitation can be via optical
pumping1 as well as via current injection.2 Optical gain in
interface radiative states was demonstrated by several re-
search groups,3–8 rising further interest in this material. Sev-
eral potential applications of Si-nc for photonic devices op-
erating in the third telecommunication window were also
suggested: all-optical logical gates based on the positive non-
linear refractive index of Si-nc ��10−13 cm2 /W� �Ref. 9� and
all-optical or electrical light amplifiers based on Er-coupled
Si-nc.10 Considering that these last devices are based on ex-
citation of Si-nc in waveguides, it is therefore important to
characterize both the linear and nonlinear optical losses at
the wavelength of interest.

In this paper, we focus on a particular deleterious loss
mechanism: the excited carrier absorption �CA�. This process
generates additional losses at signal wavelength and is par-
ticularly detrimental for devices where excitons are created
within the Si-nc due to one photon or two photon absorption,
such as in the amplifier or logic gate, respectively. Free car-
rier absorption �FCA� has been previously studied in bulk
silicon11 and it appears as responsible of the poor perfor-
mance of many Si based photonics devices, such as IR de-
tectors, Raman amplifiers, etc. A positive application of the
FCA effect has been, however, found as a mechanism to
realize fast electroabsorption modulators in silicon-on-
insulator �SOI� waveguides.12 Concerning Si-nc, only a
couple of works has been dedicated to CA in slab
waveguides by using prism coupling techniques.13,14 In this
paper, we analyze and quantify CA on the propagation of a
light signal at 1.54 �m in a rib waveguide.

The rib waveguides are based on an active layer �wave-
guide core layer� formed by Si-rich silicon oxide or SiO2
�SRSO� /SiO2 multilayers �ML�, grown by reactive magne-
tron sputtering, and annealed at high temperatures. High res-
olution transmission electron microscopy observations allow

one to get a mean Si-nc size of 3–4 nm and a Si-nc density
of 3.5�0.9�1018 cm−3. More details on the ML growth can
be found elsewhere.15,16 The core thickness is 1.9 �m and its
refractive index is 1.57 with a negative birefringence of 1.4%
at 633 nm,16 as measured by m-line technique.17 The rib
waveguides have been fabricated through optical lithography
and reactive ion etching. The rib height is 200 nm and the rib
width is 10 �m.

CA loss measurements on rib waveguides have been per-
formed by means of a pump and probe technique. A signal
light coming from a tunable laser �1.3–1.6 �m� has been
butt coupled to the waveguides through a single-mode
polarization-preserving tapered fiber moved by a piezoelec-
tric stage. The light exiting the end facet of the waveguide
was measured with a Ge detector. A top-pumping geometry
was used, where the pump light was provided by a cw Mil-
lenia laser �532 nm up to 10 W� and was focused on the
waveguide surface into a strip 100 �m wide and 1 cm long
by means of a cylindrical lens.

Time resolved photoluminescence �TR-PL� measure-
ments were performed by pumping the core layer with the
third harmonic of a Nd:YAG �yttrium aluminum garnet� laser
�355 nm, pulse duration=6 ns, repetition rate=10 Hz� and
detected with a visible streak camera �picosecond resolution�
coupled to a monochromator.

In order to describe the phenomenon, a simplified
scheme for the two possible mechanisms that could originate
CA losses is assumed. Indeed, we are considering a four
level model18 for the carrier population within the Si-nc,
where CA may be generated either through a transition of an
excited electron or by a transition of an excited hole.

To perform the analysis of the pump-probe data, we use
the signal enhancement �SE� factor, which is the ratio of the
intensity of the signal light transmitted when the waveguide
is pumped �Ip-p� to the intensity of the signal light transmit-
ted when the waveguide is not pumped �Iprobe�. When the
waveguide is optically pumped, carriers are excited in the
Si-nc and contribute to an additional loss term which is pro-
portional to the number of excited carriers �Ncarr� and to their
absorption cross section at the signal wavelength ��CA�.a�Electronic mail: navarro@science.unitn.it.
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Thus, CA loss coefficient can be written as a function of the
SE in the following way:

�CANcarr = −
ln�SE�
�Lpump

, �1�

where � is the optical mode confinement factor and Lpump is
the length of the waveguide which is actually excited by the
pump. Note that the losses given by Eq. �1� are depending
exclusively of the pump photon flux only in the case of low
probe signals.

In Fig. 1�a�, Iprobe is shown when the pump is switched
on. A rapid decrease in the probe transmission is observed.
The dynamics of the decrease is characterized by two time
scales, one fast �order of microseconds� and one slow �order
of seconds�. The slow one is due to thermal effects while the
other is due to excited CA. It is worth to say that, while the
fast process is extremely sensible to the alignment of the
pump beam over the rib channel, the slow process is less
sensitive: even if the pumped stripe is several hundreds of
microns off the rib, a slow effect on the probe transmission is
observed.

To separate the thermal effects from the excited CA, we
chopped the pump light with a frequency faster than the
dynamics of the slow process �about 0.1 Hz�. Thermal ef-
fects are thus observed in probe transmission as a constant
offset overimposed to the excited carrier absorption
�Fig. 1�b��.

When the waveguide is pumped, the transmitted inten-
sity decreases with a characteristic time which is a few mi-
croseconds long. The recovery of the transmitted intensity
when the pump is switched off is fast but not complete: in
fact, the probe signal tends to saturate at a value which is
offset with respect to the no-pump probe signal. This offset is
due to thermal contribution and in fact grows with �p. To
extract the excited carrier contribution, one has thus to con-
sider only the decrease of the probe signal with respect to the
thermal offset and not to the no-pump signal level.

Once applying Eq. �1� to the data of Fig. 1�b�, the maxi-
mum of the excited CA losses as a function of the pump
photon flux �p is determined, as shown in Fig. 2. A square-
root �p dependence of �CANcarr is observed. Since �CA is
independent of �p, Ncarr��p

1/2. This is an indication of Au-
ger dominated recombination processes in the Si-nc,18,19 pos-
sibly between close Si-nc due to their particular close distri-
bution in the multilayered samples. Time resolved
luminescence measurements performed on the very same ac-

tive core material support the presence of a strong Auger
recombination mechanism at high pump photon fluxes �see
inset of Fig. 2�.

At the highest pump photon flux used, a maximum loss
value of 1.4�0.1 cm−1 is measured, which corresponds to
6.1�0.4 dB /cm. Although we do not have a direct measure-
ment of the number of generated carriers, if Auger recombi-
nation mechanisms are strong enough, we can make the as-
sumption that at most, one carrier per Si-nc is present at the
highest photon flux. Since the Si-nc density is 3.5
�1018 cm−3, an effective carrier absorption cross section of
about 4�10−19 cm2 can be extracted. This value is one order
of magnitude lower than that reported for bulk Si.20

We checked this value in another rib waveguide with a
core layer formed by the same Si-nc layer but a thinner SiO2

layers. The Si-nc density for this core layer is 5.1�0.9
�1018 cm−3 �1.5 times larger than in the previous sample�.
We found very similar trends in the CA losses with a maxi-
mum loss value of 2.8�0.2 cm−1 at the highest pump photon
flux. This loss value is a factor of 2 larger than that measured
for the previous sample. As expected, with increasing the
Si-nc density, we observed an increased excited carrier ab-
sorption which scales linearly with the Si-nc density.

The dynamics of the excited carrier absorption has been
studied �Fig. 3, gray curve of bottom panel�. The rise and
decay line shapes can be fitted by a stretched exponential
�dashed curves of bottom panel of Fig. 3� according to the
following equations:

FIG. 1. Direct measurement of the intensity of a 1535 nm signal for different pump photon fluxes: �a� full temporal dynamics and �b� under chopped pump
conditions �gray dashed line at the bottom�.

FIG. 2. Carrier absorption losses of 1535 nm signal as a function of the
photon flux. A square-root fit to the experimental data is also shown �solid
line�. Inset: time resolved photoluminescence measurement performed at a
pump photon flux of 1�1023 photons /s cm2.
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rise → �CANcarr�t,�� = �CANcarr����1 − exp�− � 2t

�rise
	�
� ,

decay → �CANcarr�t,�� = �CANcarr���exp�− � 2t

�decay
	�
 , �2�

where �rise and �decay are the rise and the decay times, respec-
tively, Ncarr��� is the number of carriers achieved in the sta-
tionary regime, and � the dispersion factor related to the
curvature of the decay line shape. The results of a fit of the
CA data are 20 �s for the rise time and 60 �s for the decay
time, while the � factor is 0.5 for both cases.

A stretched exponential dynamics is also obtained when
measuring the recombination of excitons in Si-nc by means
of TR-PL. Many authors have tried to explain the physical
origin of this kind of dynamics with different theories,21–24

without reaching a consensus so far. A comparison between
the time dependent excited carrier absorption and the TR-PL
at about 900 nm is reported in Fig. 3. The stretched expo-
nential best fit of the TR-PL data gives a time of 20 �s and
a � factor of 0.5, in very good agreement with the CA results
for the rise time. This suggests that the excited carrier relax-
ation is the responsibility of the dynamics in both kinds of
experiments, although they refer to very different optical
transitions. An interesting result is that the agreement within
the temporal dynamics is observed for the longer wave-
lengths only. In fact, the luminescence decay time gets
shorter at shorter wavelength as characteristic of Si-nc. This
indicates that CA is mainly due to large Si-nc. The decay
time observed in the CA data is slightly longer than that
measured by TR-PL. This could be also associated to a modi-
fication of the excited state due to the absorption of the sig-
nal light, thus, delaying the relaxation mechanisms toward
the fundamental state. Indeed, we have observed that for the
same pump photon flux conditions, the carrier absorption
losses get reduced when the probe signal intensity is in-
creased. This means that the exciton population is indeed
affected by the probe light intensity and in this specific re-
gime, Eq. �1� depends also on the probe signal intensity.

In conclusion, excited carrier absorption in Si-nc has
been characterized and quantified in rib-waveguides by mea-

suring the pump power dependent propagation losses at
1535 nm. These results are relevant for photonic system
based on heavily optically pumped Si-nc waveguides.

As a consequence of the presence of the pumping light,
two independent loss mechanisms appear that behave with
very different temporal dynamics: one is slow �seconds� that
is related with thermal effects and affects the waveguiding
properties and a second is fast �microseconds� that is associ-
ated to the excited carrier absorption. The excited carrier
absorption has the same characteristic dynamics of the re-
combination of exciton luminescence in large Si-nc. This in-
dicates that the way to reduce the excited carrier absorption
is to decrease the Si-nc size in the waveguide.
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FIG. 3. Top panel: photoluminescence spectrum of the studied sample �in-
terference fringes are observed because of large sample thickness�. Bottom
panel: normalized dynamical behavior of the excited carrier absorption
losses �gray curve�. The TR-PL decay �black right� and 1-�TR-PL� decay
�black left� line shapes overlapped the CA signal. The TR-PL decay corre-
sponds to that of the spectral range evidenced with a gray circle on the top
panel, i.e., around 900 nm. Stretched exponential fits of CA are also shown
�black, dashed�.
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